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A Time to Reflect: 2017

BSS Participation in SoCal Fire

This year was another exciting year for the Bureau and
once again through the dedication, innovation, and
commitment of our employees and services, our City
stood out. The calendar year of 2017 brought with it
many achievements such as welcoming our newest
Assistant Director Stephanie Clements, transitioning the
first group of the Vocational Workers to Civil Servant
and employing numerous initiatives that enhanced the
services we provide.
This year, the dedicated men and women of the Bureau
proved time and time again that they are always ready to
perform their duties to the best of their abilities. Our
response to the many challenges in 2017 including the
recent fires, are a testament to that. As we approach the
New Year, we remain true to our mission of delivering
street services with quality, timeliness and efficiency for
the great people of Los Angeles.

This December, the Santa Ana winds struck again causing the
Creek fire in portions of Council District 7 and the shutdown of
Sepulveda Blvd as a result of the Skirball fire. Bureau Staff was there
to support the emergency response efforts. In partnership with Los
Angeles Fire Department (LAFD) and the Emergency Operation
Center (EOC), the BSS responded to the Creek Fire by opening
Sunland yard to LAFD as a staging and refueling area for fire trucks
and barricades. In addition, BSS Supervisor Stephen Duprey &
Superintendent Aida Valencia were on standby under the EOC
ready to utilize BSS’s resources.

An Ode to Ferdy Chan

The BSS is Coming Clean

This month we celebrated the retirement of the Bureau of
Street Services own, Ferdinand “Ferdy” Chan. In the
beginning of his BSS career, Ferdy was a part of the team
that pioneered the Bureau's unique Design Build Division
which allowed for numerous city
projects to not only be designed but
also constructed by Bureau forces.
BSS Director, Nazario Sauceda
commended Ferdy Chan for his
valuable contributions to the
Bureau by presenting him the
Director’s Award. Those who
worked closely with Ferdy described
him as being “a strong presence”
and “a calm, careful, strategic man.”
His legacy at the BSS reminds us that our work not only makes
a difference in the community but in the lives of the people we
work with.

Earlier this month, representatives from the BSS and Bureau of
Engineering (BOE) performed pre-delivery verifications at the
asphalt manufacturer’s factory in Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Asphalt production equipment is currently being fabricated to
modernize our Asphalt Plant 1. When complete, the modernized
plant will operate with the cleanest emissions and produce asphalt
concrete with 50% recycled content (over twice the standard).
Standing in front of the new
drum (on the right) is BSS
Asphalt Plant Supervisor, Fred
Garcia. Alongside Fred is BOE
Construction Manager, Mike
Uemura.We are eagerly
anticipating the Winter 2018
plant's completion.
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